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inside and beyond digital density & productivity
[Chairman’s message] [Netherlands is the digital density leader]
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At this critical turning point, with
regard to Greece and the country’s
position in the global arena, its
present and its future, HeDA has
a mission as per its principles and
bylaws. It is thus imperative we stay creatively
alert in our respective capacities as legal entities, but also
as people employed by those entrepreneurial forces
that impact the national product, given the multilayered
semantics such participation has.
The principles of our Association suggest we stay open
to the world, pursue dialogue and partnerships, provide
the young with opportunities and achieve growth while
asserting the most favorable of circumstances to that
end. HeDA, as part of the wider business community,
must and can indeed be fundamentally active at this
exceptionally difficult time.
It is highly important we seize all opportunities to retain
existing investments and attract new ones for Greece,
a goal which cannot possibly materialise in a context
of permanent uncertainty, instability and confusion,
circumstances that are literally and actually suspending
the market. It is necessary we intervene at all levels of
institutional referencing and action, through undertaking
positive, constructive steps, both in Greece and abroad,
to ensure the involvement of state entities, business
circles and employees. The participation of all our
Members in this joint and necessary national effort is our
responsibility. It is also meaningful to our Association so
that an end may be put to the crisis, followed by a well
designed restructuring of Greek socio-economic life.
Let us co-determine the exact way to intervene while
working together inside and beyond the confines of the
Board and let this message be an invite to rally together
and have HeDA play a major role in determining
developments.
Enjoy the read!
George Kotsalos

Can digital technologies help
economies become more
competitive and grow more
strongly? New research from
Accenture provides empirical
evidence they can. In a joint study,
Accenture Strategy and Oxford
Economics not only confirmed
the link between increased use
of digital technologies and greater
productivity, but also quantified the
resulting impact on competitiveness
and economic growth.
According to the analysis,
increased use of digital
technology could add as much
as US$ 1.36 trillion to the GDP
of the world’s top 10 economies
in 2020 - which is 2.3 percent
more than baseline forecasts. In
this ambitious but achievable scenario, a 10 point improvement in Digital
Density could raise annual average growth rates between now and 2020
by around 0.25 percentage points in advanced economies and around 0.5
percentage points in emerging markets. For example, the figure illustrates
the differences between the Digital Density profiles of the Netherlands (the
Digital Density leader) and the world’s four largest economies (USA, China,
Japan and Germany). Such profiles can be an important starting point for
leaders as they shape and implement digital strategies and target specific
opportunities for improvement. According to the model of Accenture
Strategy and Oxford Economics, it can take up to six years for the full
economic benefit of greater digital density to be felt, with productivity
benefits feeding through fully into trend growth rates of GDP over this
period. This insight should be a catalyst for governments and businesses to
act now to increase the digital density of economies and organizations. V
For the complete survey visit:
http://www.accenture.com/us-en/Pages/insight-digital-density-index-guiding-digital-transformation.
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The Netherlands Embassy
[Word of Gratitude]

After three years, the time has come for me to leave Greece. It is with great gratitude that I
look back at the years that my family and I spent here. The opportunity to discover all the great
Greek, Dutch and European history that is hidden in this attractive country was inspiring. We
enjoyed embracing the warm Greek culture, sharing all that the Greek kitchen has to offer,
participating in wide ranging conversations with our many friends until the late evening hours
and last but not least my running the up-hill track to the Marathon finish line in the Kallimarmaro.
We arrived in Greece in turbulent times and we will leave Greece in turbulent times again. I have
no doubt that the Greek people and Greek entrepreneurs will continue to do what all they can
to shape their country’s future for the better. It is inspiring to see how entrepreneurs, be it fresh
from college or shaped by years of business endeavors, continue to search for the opportunities
and niches in trying times of economic crisis. The entrepreneurial mind is creative, is inventive
and is always thinking of the next opportunity. I am convinced that with this forward thinking and
‘can do’-mentality people, businesses and organizations achieve the most.
I am grateful for the collaboration with the HEDA over the last years. Together we have been
able to protect the positive sphere surrounding Greek-Dutch business relations. It is specifically
with the support of the HEDA and most specifically its board-members that the Embassy’s
incubator Orange Grove was able to develop into what it is today. With you we created this
network, this working space, this meeting point where Greek and Dutch entrepreneurship can
evolve.
I am also grateful for the continued joined efforts to create dialogue between our partners in
the Dutch and Greek public and private sectors. Only by this continued exchange of views are
we able to support one another in our efforts to develop an effective business climate and to
protect as well as to expand our bilateral business relations. The HEDA board has been key
in participating in this dialogue at any given time. Not only by focusing on the interests of the
companies for which they are directly responsible, but also by addressing wider issues of the
Greek business climate, HEDA has been a respected interlocutor for the many ministers that
came to meet HeDA at the Dutch residence.
I would thus like to thank the HEDA Board for inspiring collaboration and years of support.
George Kotsalos was able to build on the work of Miltiadis Maroulidis and Spyros Desyllas, and
introduce important innovations in both the organization and the activities of our association. I
explicitly would like to express the hope that the association will continue to grow and evolve
as I have been able to witness over the recent years. I wish the HEDA, its Board and specially its
Chairman Mr. George Kotsalos all the best in their undertakings and of course in doing business
in Greece.
Jan Versteeg
Ambassador of the Netherlands
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FareWell Mr. Ambassador!

On the occasion of Jan Versteeg, Dutch
Ambassador to Greece, successfully completing
his term of office, our Association hosted a
farewell event in recognition of his exceptional
contribution and work with HeDA. Many
representatives and executives of companies
that are members of the Association, along with
staff from the Embassy of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands and friends, businesspeople, other
Greek public figures and guests attended the
event.
In his address, HeDA President George Kotsalos
highlighted the exceptionally fruitful efforts and
substantive contribution of Mr. Versteeg in
pursuing the growth of bilateral trade relations
between Greece and the Netherlands, placing
special emphasis on opportunities the guest
of honour fostered to showcase and support
Hellenic-Dutch entrepreneurship which is of
economic, commercial and social value for
our country. He stressed in particular those
initiatives that the outgoing ambassador had

assumed to secure positive feedback and
scope while attracting investment interest
from Dutch enterprises in Greece. Moreover,
Mr. Kotsalos underscored the Ambassador’s
efforts to promote youth entrepreneurship
based on innovative ideas within the context
of ‘Orange Grove’, the Dutch Embassy’s
innovative program, which HeDA members
are also highly supportive of.
Ambassador Versteeg also facilitated the
exchange of know-how and expertise on
public administration, economy and finance
between the Netherlands and Greece and
propped up exports to the Netherlands
through provision of advice on best practices.
Typically warm in his stance and feelings
towards Greece, Jan Versteeg insisted in his
own speech on the need to showcase the
advantages of Greece to the world and
shared his firm conviction that such pros
coupled with the necessary reforms can be a
way out at this tough juncture. V

Combined Experience & Expertise
[The New Board of HeDA]

Following the Annual General Meeting of the Hellenic Dutch
Association of Commerce and Industry & the elections on June
11, 2015, the new Board of HeDA was constituted as follows:
President
GEORGE KOTSALOS, CEO, INTERAMERICAN
Vice President
ZOOULIS MINA, Chairman & Managing Director,
ATHENIAN BREWERY S.A
General Secretary
PANAGIOTIS MPARAS, Chairman & Managing Director,
PHILIPS HELLAS S.A
Treasurer
KONSTANTINOS MAGGIOROS, Managing Director,
FRIESLANDCAMPINA HELLAS S.A

Μembers
• ARGYRO ATHANASSIOU, Chairman,
ELAIS - Unilever HELLAS S.A
• GEORGE ARCADIS, Chief Representative,
Athens Representative Office ABN AMRO BANK NV
• LUIS MIGUEL GOMEZ, CEO,
NN HELLAS
• ALAIN LAHELLEC, Country Manager Greece,
AIR FRANCE KLM
• KANARIS PAPANASTASOPOULOS, Managing Director,
CARGLASS® GREECE
• IOAKEIM PROVATAS, Country Business Director,
VIVECHROM SA
• GEORGE THOMAIDIS, General Manager,
CORAL AE

Tax & Benefit Reforms to Improve Work Incentives
[Dutch economic growth is projected to increase to 2% in 2015 and 2.2% in 2016]

Economic growth is projected to increase to 2% in 2015 and 2.2% in 2016.
Real wage gains will support higher private consumption, while the improved
business outlook and the ongoing recovery of the housing market will support
investment. Exports are set to continue to increase steadily, boosted by the
recovery in the European Union and the low value of the euro. Employment is
set to rise significantly and the unemployment rate to fall gradually.
The planned slow pace of structural fiscal consolidation is appropriate given
the strengthening but still uncertain recovery. Further reforming employment
protection would support job creation and benefit labour reallocation to more
productive uses. If the recovery of the housing market proves durable, policy
makers should accelerate the reduction of mortgage interest tax relief. Tax
and benefit reforms to improve work incentives for second earners would
remove a disincentive to women working longer, thus boosting their earnings.
The return to trend-based budgetary policy should contribute to budgetary
discipline during the government term while allowing automatic stabilisers to
operate on the revenue side.
Investment is almost 20% lower than it was before the crisis, mostly due to
lower residential investment. Business investment has held up quite well since
the crisis, although its share of GDP remains moderate compared to other
European Union countries, and growth in the capital stock has fallen significantly since the late 1990s. Access to finance for SMEs is improving,
but related policy instruments, in particular public loan guarantees, could be further developed. Relaxing the tight land use regulations could
boost residential investment. V

30 big masterpieces by famous painters

21
years
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Thirty huge 17th-century group portraits from the collections of the Amsterdam Museum
and the Rijksmuseum can be admired in Hermitage Amsterdam until the end of 2016.
This unique collection of group portraits is the first of its kind in the world and puts the
typical Dutch bourgeoisie of the era on display. What was special at the time is that
painters in Holland made portraits of the bourgeoisie as well as nobles and religious
figures. These group portraits of ‘common folk’ demonstrate how important the typically
Dutch group mentality has always been. Rembrandt’s Anatomical Lesson of Dr Joan
Deijman and group portraits of the civic guard by masters like Govert Flinck and Nicolaes
Pickenoy are among the works on display. These ‘class mates of the Night Watch’ from
the collection of the Rijksmuseum and Amsterdam Museum are rarely put on display
due to their enormous dimensions, let alone exhibited simultaneously. Now you can see
them in all their glory at the stunning 17th-century building of the Hermitage Amsterdam.
Address: Hermitage, Amstel 51, Amsterdam V
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Vivechrom, member company of AKZONOBEL
and leader in the Greek paint market, continues
its upward trend with a modern organizational
structure, a dynamic management team and a
significant manpower of 214 people.
Vivechrom produces a full range of high quality
as,
Ioakeim Provat
ess Director, products covering the market’s needs in decorative
Country Busin
paints, combining excellent performance, ease of
SA.
VIVECHROM
application, high resistance and excellent aesthetic
result. Its range includes Ecological Paints, Wall
Paints, Wood care Paints, Metal care Paints, Trim
Paints, Special Paints and thinners.
Vivechrom’s vision is to be the No 1 paint company
in Greece, offering high quality products, investing
in Sustainability, ameliorating its customers’ lives,
contributing to the Society and adding value to its
partners and shareholders. V
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The history of ABN Amro in
Greece dates back to 1974,
when the first full scale branch
of the Bank was established in
Athens. In its current form,
ABN AMRO Bank established
s,
George Arcadi
tative,
Chief Represen tive as a Representative Office
enta
in August 2014 with the
Athens Repres
RO
AM
N
AB
Office
purpose of financing and
BANK NV
servicing the deep sea Greek
shipping industry while having
a presence in the off-shore
and oil services sectors. In
2013, ABN Amro in Greece
was awarded the title of “Ship
Financier of the Year” during
the Lloyds Shipping Awards
ceremony. V

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines was
founded on 7 October, 1919 to serve
the Netherlands and its colonies.
KLM has been part of Air France
KLM Group following the merger
in 2004.
KLM has a long history in Greece.
The first flight took off in 1930 and Allain La
hallec,
landed in Crete.
Country Manag
er G
Air France and KLM carry more AIR FRANCE - KLM reece,
.
than 77 million passengers per year.
They operate 573 aircrafts flying to
243 destinations in 103 countries.
Members of the joint AIR FRANCE
KLM frequent flyer programme
Flying Blue earn Miles and claim
rewards on both airlines’ routes. V

Carglass® is operating in Greece since 2001. Belron®,
the mother company, of Carglass® is the world’s largest
dedicated vehicle glass repair and replacement company
in the world with more than 27.000 employees in 35
countries across five continents.
Carglass® Greece repairs or replaces any type of glass
on any make, model or age of vehicle. The philosophy
of the company is a ‘repair first’ philosophy which means Kana
ris Pa
that, whenever possible, we prefer to repair the existing Manag panastasopoulos,
ing Dire
windscreen rather than replacing it with a new one, saving CARGLA ® ctor,
SS Greece.
both time and money.
At Carglass® we use only quality glass. All our stock is
sourced from reputable global suppliers and all spare parts
are Original Equipment Manufactured. The company is
cooperating with the majority of insurance companies and
takes care of all the paper work on behalf of the customer.
Carglass® Greece has 25 corporate branches, 19 partners
and 70 subcontractors.
The company has over 15 mobile units in order to serve
customers at their preferred place and time. All works are
followed by a workmanship lifetime guarantee and can be
contacted 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Carglass® has a dedicated research and development
center – Belron® Technical – that constantly develops the
most up-to-date knowledge, tools and training for use by
the highly trained and expert technicians. V

Awareness & Satisfaction Survey 2015
[75% of HeDA members are informed through “HeDA News”]
HeDA has recently conducted a online Quantitative
Survey with a structured questionnaire (12 questions).
The survey invitations were sent via email to all HeDA
members. The digital survey platform SurveyMonkey
was used.

AWARENESS
• The Hellenic Dutch Association of
Commerce and Industry (HeDA)
exists since 1994. What is your degree of familiarity with HeDA?
46.7% responded «I cooperate with
HeDA and I get information regularly,
while 20% stated that they were totally unaware or have never
contacted HeDA.
• Which of the following HeDA services do you know / have you
used in the last two years?
During the last two years 75% has received information through
HeDA newsletters, 60.7% has participated in HeDA events and
conferences, while 46.4% is updated through HeDA website.

SATISFACTION
• Are you satisfied by the following
HeDA services? Please answer only
for those that you have used in the
last two years (2013-2014)*
On a satisfaction scale from 1 to 5
(1 = very dissatisfied, 5 = very satisfied), members awarded 3.61 degrees for information and updates
through the Association’s website, 3.96 degrees for information
through HeDA newsletters and 4.20 degrees to the participation of
events and conferences.
• Overall, are you satisfied by HeDA? Please take into account the
accomplishment of your expectations / your company’s expectations from your participation in HeDA?
The overall satisfaction percentage was 71.4% (24.4% Very Satisfied,
50% Satisfied), while a total of 10.7% expressed, less or more, dissatisfaction. 17.9% remained either neutral or did not answer.
• Based on your experience from your participation in HeDA, how
likely would you recommend HeDA to other companies you cooperate with?

NPS Categories
% of promoters (score = 9,10)
% of passives (score = 7,8)
% of detractors (score = 0-6)

30
48
22

*NPS: Net Promoters Score: 30-22 = 8

SUGGESTIONS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
• In which of the following areas do
you think HeDA should improve its
performance?
-
64% expect HeDA to highlight
opportunities for collaboration between members.
- 52% request consulting services.
- 40% would like HeDA to promote business with the Dutch Market.
- 28% would like to participate in more events/forums as well as an
enhanced communication with members
- 24% asked for facilitation concerning the procedures for entering
in the Dutch Market, while 16% demanded more information via
HeDA’s website and newsletter.
• What are the specific needs that you / your company want to
cover through participation in HeDA?
Some comments from our members:
- «Being informed for any developments between parties.»
- «The 60th similar then to the British Chamber and the German
Kammer, although I am a long standing member, I feel not pleased
that publications and speeches are in the Greek language, so it
looks now more and more like a Greek chamber. Just a short
story, when our ambassador at the time attending the monthly
Dutch business lunches, I suggested to invite the Greek business
community as well. This was not well conceived by our big brothers then. After all it happened in 1994 when finally HeDA was
formed (the British chamber remains). So let’s keep a Dutch touch
in our organization, I am pleased to be member for the rest of my
life here in Greece. Cc. Dutch Embassy comm. section. Signed W.
M. Aarts»
- «Cross members cooperation and B2B - B2G facilitation.»
- «Net working.»
- «Promotion of Amsterdam destination in partnership with other
years
Dutch firms.»
- «To continue its successful representation of our companies in the
Greek political environment and to society as well.»
- «Cooperation with other members.»
continued on page 6
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The survey was open in the time period from 13.03 to 27.04 (1,5
month), while 3 telephone call reminders per member were made
by the secretariat of HeDA.
The survey invitation was sent to 133 HeDA members. Yet, only 32
members participated (response rate = 24,1%).

-
«Communication and cooperation between
members.»
- «Meet other members, exchange of views, opportunities for collaboration.»
- «Further development of digital communication
e.g. forum for connecting members.»
- «Cooperation with companies members.»
- «Exports Greek culture and medical products.»
- «Promoting Greek-business interests, networking,
timely information on related developments, best
practice exchange.»
- «Cooperation – Promotion.»
- «Information on the Netherlands and attract investment opportunities and exports promotion.»
- «Contacts with Dutch food imports.»
- «Information from Holland for corporate social
responsibility and sustainability issues. Perhaps
we could consider it together, especially since we
work with counterparts in the Netherlands.»
- «Update / Opportunities»
• In which of the following informational events of
HeDA are you interested in participating
67% of the answers indicated “Business Development”, 54% “Trade Relations - Exporting Sector”,
50% “Business forums for finding ways to cope with
the financial crisis”, 33% “Tax issues”, 4% “Other”.
• What kind of information would you be interested in getting for your company through the
website /and/or the newsletter of HeDA?
- Economic / political environment of Greek market.
-
Communication concerning HeDA events, forums and company presentations (also innovations in products and processes).
- Business opportunities in Balkans, South Eastern
Europe.
- Development of Dutch investments in Greece.
- Developments in Tourism.
- The financial news of Holland and the action plan
of HeDA.
- The current range of topics and information is satisfactory.
- Most stuff / news from companies / members.
- Tax Issues.
- Dutch food exports’ requests.
- Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability.
• Are you interested in promoting your business
activities through:
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HeDA’s Website		 82%
HeDA’s Newsletter 82%

Greek crisis and the global markets
Since Greece’s debt crisis began in 2010, most international banks and foreign
investors have sold their Greek bonds and other holdings, so they are no longer
vulnerable to what happens in Greece. (Some private investors who subsequently
plowed back into Greek bonds, betting on a comeback, regret that decision.)
And in the meantime, the other crisis countries in the eurozone, like Portugal,
Ireland and Spain, have taken steps to overhaul their economies and are much less
vulnerable to market contagion than they were a few years ago. What’s more, the
European Central Bank has erected powerful firewalls, by buying huge amounts of
eurozone government bonds and by promising to purchase more if needed, making
governments less subject to market whims. Still, Greece may be linked to the world
financial system in ways that may not be evident until it defaults on its debts or its
banks collapse. So there is still potential for serious, unpredictable consequences.

How likely is there to be a ‘Grexit’?
At the height of the debt crisis a few years ago, many experts worried that Greece’s
problems would spill over to the rest of the world. If Greece defaulted on its debt
and exited the eurozone, they argued, it might create global financial shocks bigger
than the collapse of Lehman Brothers did.
Now, however, some people believe that if Greece were to leave the currency
union, known as a “Grexit,” it wouldn’t be such a catastrophe. Europe has put
up safeguards to limit the so-called financial contagion, in an effort to keep the
problems from spreading to other countries. Greece, just a tiny part of the eurozone
economy, could regain financial autonomy by leaving, these people contend - and
the eurozone would actually be better off without a country that seems to constantly
need its neighbors’ support. Others say that’s too simplistic a view. Despite the
frustration of endless negotiations, European political leaders see a united Europe
as an imperative. At the same time, they still haven’t fixed some of the biggest
shortcomings of the eurozone’s structure by creating a more federal-style system of
transferring money as needed among members - the way the United States does
among its various states. Exiting the euro currency union and the European Union
would also involve a legal minefield that no country has yet ventured to cross. There
are also no provisions for departure, voluntary or forced, from the euro currency
union. Investors may also still be betting that Greece will reach a deal with creditors
before or after the referendum, particularly because polls indicate the majority of
Greeks favor sticking with the euro. V
Greece’ s G.D.P. and Unemployment Rates in Europe
First quarter 2015 average; *Britain is the three-month average through February
source: EUROSTAT
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Debt in the European Union
Gross government debt as a percentage of gross domestic product
plotted through the fourth quarter of 2014.

“Greek people are competent, but lack of opportunities”
[Interview of H.E. Ambassador of the Netherlands to M. Stournara. “Kathimerini” ]

Weeks before leaving the Embassy in Athens to become Grand Master of the Dutch Royal House,
Jan Versteeg, former Dutch Ambassador to Greece, quotes his experience and feelings after the
successful completion of his term of office, during difficult and hard times...

MILESTONES
 1964
Born in Tilburg, Holland
 1982 - 1988
Studies Economic
Geography and Spanish in
Amsterdam
 1991 - 1993
Serves as UN Political
Affairs Officer of the
Foreign Affairs Ministry of
the Netherlands
 1997 - 2001
Works for the Εuropean
Integration Committee
 2001 - 2004
Commercial and E.U.
Attache of the Dutch
Embassy in Spain
 2004 - 2009
E.U. and international
financial diplomacy
consultant to the Dutch
Prime Minister Jan Peter
Balkenende
 2012
Ambassador of the
Netherlands in Greece
 2013
Orange Grove is founded
 2015
Grand Master of the
Dutch Royal House

21
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«I was appointed to the Greek Embassy, because of my expertise in European Affairs and my
experience in situations of financial crisis, such as the one we experienced in Holland in 2008. By
the time I arrived, I was astonished by the warm welcome I received, although Greek people were
already struggling with their new reality of severe austerity. I believe that one of your greatest
virtues is your friendly and humane ways, even when every day life imposes such burdens. I also
enjoyed your relaxed lifestyles, the priority you grant to human interaction, that is so uncommon
in almost every capital city. Because of this rare quality, my family and myself were able to quickly
adjust to the Athenian modus vivendi and make a lot of good friends. We really have had a very
nice time and we appreciate all the good things Greece can offer, such as the safety I felt when
my adolescent daughters went out late with their friends, the magnificent landscapes and villages
of the Greek mainland and mountains - most people only get the chance to visit your islands -,
the cultural events and the chance to run and finish together with my family the unique Athens
Classical Marathon».

«Today, Orange Grove consists of 60 teams of young people. The whole concept was based
on a quick remark: youth in Greece has a lot of support by family members, yet society is
imposing heavy restrictions and barriers. Because of that, there is no way for society to benefit from
the many talents and capabilities people under 35 possess. The "Orange Grove" was not simply a
way to build them a career, but an initiative that would give the country a new perspective. The most
significant help this project has received in terms of funding, was by the CEO of the Athenian Brewery,
who after the 10 first minutes of our discussion, agreed to cover 50% of our budget, if I could get other
companies to finance the remaining 50%. Today, thanks to our sponsors and the devotion of the
Embassy employees who strongly believed in the project, we have entered a new solid phase, young
people participating in our 60 teams are determined to succeed and we have gained the support of
"Niarchos Foundation".»

«It is often said that in order to boost young entrepreneurship, one needs money. Yet, money is
not the sole issue. Some governments managed to enhance young entrepreneurship through fiscal
reforms and tax reliefs. Young businessmen/women report for example that starting up a company
involves prepaying 2 years of taxes, plus impossibly high social security contributions, without having
the opportunity to earn one single Euro. The fact is that Greece is tantalised by a complex legislative
framework, that combined with corruption and "slow" justice, scares away investments. All the above
constitute serious obstacles towards progress and consequently refrain economy to recover from this
long lasting recession. Greece has brilliant and capable people, who have knowledge and skills, but
unfortunately no opportunities to exploit it’s talents.»

«There is no such thing as a simple solution. The only certainity is that Greece must remain in the
Eurozone. And I really hope that an agreement will be accomplished, that will allow Greece and
Europe to move forward on the same track of financial recovery. Furthermore it would be extremely
helpful if the fiscal framework was reviewed and simplified and remained stable for a number of years.
Unfortunately there is a lot of work to be done, in order to get rid of all those tremendously complex
state regulations and interventions that provide "protection" to certain groups and professions, thus
causing severe irregularities and social unequalities. The new government must must fight corruption
with steady and brave decisions. Such an initiative would immensly contribute to a positive change
of the investment climate. Too many people believe that such changes do not need neither a lot of
time nor a lot of effort and it will only take a short time before Greek society and economy can reap
the fruits of change.»

«What really makes me sad, is the fact that all sense of co-operation and contribution within Europe,
is somehow lost, while competing forces grow stronger and stronger. Europe cannot survive without
collaboration and this is well understood, especially now that we have been deprived of some of the
"well being" conditions we were used to...»
V
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the rebirth of the Greek beer market

[Expansion, growth and investments* by the ATHENIAN BREWERY and main competitor Carlsberg]

After a dramatic period that lasted for seven years, during which the greek beer market
lost 35% of its sales, significant growth is expected in 2015. Two multinational corporations
share the “armchair” of the greek market today: Athenian Brewary, subsidiary of the dutch
Heineken Group (Amstel, Heineken, Alfa) with a market share of 55% and Olympic Brewary,
subsidiary of the danish Carlsberg group (Mythos, Fix, Carlsberg) with 30% market share.
Aiming an imput of 15% to their total market share fot the next three years, Athenian
Brewary, leader of the greek market the last decades, has launched a new product line
(Amstel Free, Radler, Alfa Weiss, Alfa Strong, Affligem).
“We create a strong foundation for a sound developmental path in Greece for the next 50
years” commented Mr. Zooulis Mina, CEO of the Athenian Brewary. Our total investment
plan is 58 mil. Euros, covering the company’s expansion in the field of soft drinks based
in malt, the sales support of Alfa beer – a greek brand with special resonance in the local
market – and also the creation of a new line, “ATHENEO”, for producing limited edition
brands based on new recipies and innovative techniques. In addition, Athenian Brewary
attaches great importance to exports, starting by commercial agreements with Italy and
China.
Main competitor Olympic Brewary strengthened its market position with the recent take
over of Fix and intends to invest 50 mil. euros to empower company’s existing brands as
well as to reinforce its presence in the market of soft drinks. New product lines are expected
to be added at the two company’s facilities, while Olympic Brewary is also planning to
further enhance exporting activity. V

Mr. Zooulis M
ina,
Chairman &
Managing D
irector,
ATHENIAN
BREWERY S.
A

“We create a strong
foundation for a
sound developmental
path in Greece for the
next 50 years”

*summary from a report by G. Daskalopoulos, “REAL NEWS”
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• LOYALTY CLUB OF HEDA - MEMBER TO MEMBER OFFERS
http://www.heda.com.gr/members/member-to-member-offers-loyalty-club

All HEDA members have the opportunity to offer their services or products, at special
members’ rates, to other members of the Association. The offers will be posted on the
«Loyalty» page of our website: Loyalty Club Of Heda.
Send your offers now at heda@otenet.gr

• Facebook: www.facebook.com/hellenic.dutch.association
• Become A Member: http://www.heda.com.gr/members/become-a-member

